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Salsa Music as 
Expressive Liberation

1

MARISOL BERRIOS-MIRANDA

In the span of a singe decade, the 1970s, young people in
urban centers all over Latin America came to embrace salsa
music as their preferred musical style and expression.
Salsa’s unprecedented international popularity resulted from
the confluence of several distinct social conditions and
historical events: the Puerto Rican dilemma of colonial
status, the civil rights and black pride movements in the U.S.,
the Cuban revolution’s promise of upliftment for the lower
classes, urban migration, and the need for a Latino alter-
native to the hegemony of Anglo rock. In this paper I will
argue that salsa’s popularity needs to be understood in
terms of a musical sound and a social style that responded
effectively to these circumstances,  captured  beautifully in
the film Our Latin Thing. I propose, furthermore, that the
colonial dilemma of Puerto Ricans in the island and in New
York motivated their creative contributions to salsa,
which they experienced as a form expressive liberation and
decolonization. [Key words: salsa, liberation, decolonization,
musical style, power relations,  1960s, youth culture]

ABSTRACT

Top, left to right: Photograph of a poster of the cover of the Fania All Stars Live at the Cheetah album; Photograph of a
poster for Our Latin Thing; Poster of the back-cover of the Fanial All Stars Live at the Cheetah album. Second row, 
left to right: Salsa dancing in Seattle (February 2003); El Gran Combo de Puerto Rico at the Fiestas de la Bahía, San Juan,
Puerto Rico (June 2003). Third row, left to right: Photograph of a picture of Cortijo and Ismael hanging at the Balcón de
Zumbador in Barrio Obrero, Puerto Rico (July 2003); Dancing salsa at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, Washington, DC
(July 2004). Bottom, left to right: Salsa dancing in Seattle (February 2003); El Gran Combo de Puerto Rico playing at
the Fiestas de la Bahía; Salsa dancing in Seattle (February 2003). All photographs courtesy of Marisol Berríos-Miranda.
Reprinted, by permission, from Marisol Berríos-Miranda.
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The role of the ‘popular’ in popular culture is to fix the
authenticity of popular forms, rooting them in the experiences
of popular communities from which they draw their strength,
allowing us to see them as expressive of a particular
subordinate social life that resists its being constantly made
over as low and outside. (Hall 1992: 26)

As a barrio genre that became popular across a wide spectrum of social groups, 
salsa is a good example of the “resistance to constantly being made over as low and
outside.” When, during the 1970s, the sales of salsa recordings broke even the
expectations of the Fania recording company, which pioneered them, the success 
was sociocultural as well as financial. Musicians who had lived the wretchedness 
that Calvo-Ospina describes, and who were the outcasts of the New York population,
gained center stage with the creation of their salsa music. These salsa pioneers were
youths from Puerto Rico, the Bronx and other troubled neighborhoods in New York.
Eddie Palmieri, Willie Colón, Héctor Lavoe, Cheo Feliciano, Bobby Valentín, 
Richie Rey and Bobby Cruz, Joe Cuba, Nicky Marrero, Joe Santiago, among many
others, were children of Puerto Ricans from the island and New York who drew 
upon their experience in both places, and “fixed the authenticity” of this experience
in their music. The music was embraced with passion in poor urban neighborhoods
throughout Latin America because it served as the voice and clamor of these
marginalized people. As Venezuelan scholar Juan Carlos Báez once told me, 
“Salsa is mine because when Héctor Lavoe sings, it is his voice, but he’s singing 
my conscience, my own voice!”

As a music that spoke for and offered hope to disenfranchised people, salsa provides
an example of what Stuart Hall describes as a “cultural strategies that can make a
difference… and shift the dispositions of power.” Salsa music provided musicians with a
living, built community, and gave Latinos access to new public forums, stages, and media
all over the world, where they played their music and sang about the challenges in their
lives. Salsa musicians communicated a positive image of their people not only
throughout Latin America but also in places like Nigeria, Holland, and Japan, where 
salsa became popular. The creation of the Fania recording label and its spectacular record
sales established a profitable musical niche that gave musicians from struggling urban
communities the opportunity to establish themselves as respectable professionals. 
El Gran Combo de Puerto Rico, although not a Fania group,3 is a prime example of how
salsa musicians benefited greatly from this musical phenomenon; formed by poor black
musicians from Santurce, Puerto Rico, in 1962, it is still performing today as one of the
most venerated and successful bands in the world. Their boats were lifted along with
many others by the tide of salsa music’s international popularity.

But what is salsa music, you might ask, and how does it differ from other Latin dance
genres that preceded it? Salsa is a new sound developed by Puerto Ricans in New York
in the 1960s, a dance music that borrows its forms, both musical and lyrical, from the
Afro-Cuban son, rumba, guaracha, and cha cha cha and other Caribbean genres like the
Puerto Rican bomba and plena.4 It grew in the barrios of New York, played mainly by
Puerto Rican musicians who rearranged and recombined Cuban and Puerto Rican
musical genres. The salsa ensemble was inspired by Latin dance orchestras such as 
La Sonora Matancera, Tito Puente’s orquesta, Tito Rodríguez’s orquesta, Machito and
his Afro-Cubans, Orquesta Casino La Playa, Lito Peña y su Orquesta Panamericana,
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Our latin thing
August 21 1971. The narrator’s voice from the film Our Latin Thing says:

“Hello, hello, okay: everybody happy? YEAH! 
Everybody hot? YEAH! [the clave sounds three times:
pa..pa..pa…pa..pá, pa..pa..pa…pa..pá, pa..pa..pa…pa..pá]
Can you hear the clave, what’s going on? Cheo Feliciano
gives the signal, and Ricardo Rey sets his ten magic fingers
twinkling on the keys, letting loose those volleys of sound
that strike into the deepest part of our beings. Our hair
stands on end, hot and cold shivers run up and down our
spines. The entire orchestra strikes up. The trumpets pierce
our ears with indescribable pleasure; we want to embrace
the whole world. We jump for joy, whistle, dance. Why are
you crying? I’ve no idea…, and couldn’t care less” 
(Calvo-Ospina: 1995: 64).

The film Our Latin Thing/Nuestra Cosa Latina (1971), filmed at the Cheetah
club in Manhattan,2 for the first time showed Latin Americans outside the
United States the realities of life in New York. Our Latin Thing was the first
documentary that portrayed salsa as an expression of Latin American urban
social identity. There was the famous Barrio and its ancient tenements, 
with people crammed onto every inch of the buildings, their patched clothing
hanging out to dry in the windows. It showed us all the wretchedness and
isolation people had refused to believe could exist in the “capital of the world”
(Calvo-Ospina 1995: 53).

The film also documented the emergence of something that Puerto Ricans
had been searching for throughout the 1960s: a musical sound, similar to the
harmonic and rhythmic patterns of the Cuban son, but which marked the
beginning of a new style. This new style came to be called salsa, and in the 
span of a single decade, the 1970s, people in urban centers all over the circum-
Carribbean and Latin America—New York, San Juan, Los Angeles, Caracas,
Maracaibo, Cali, Medellín, Lima, San Salvador, Panama City, Mexico City,
Managua—embraced salsa music as their preferred musical style and
expression. Salsa’s unprecedented international popularity resulted from the
confluence of several distinct social conditions and historical events, including
the Puerto Rican dilemma of colonial status, the civil rights and black pride
movements in the U.S., the Cuban revolution and its aftershocks, urban
migration, and the need for a Latino alternative to the hegemony of Anglo
rock. In this essay I will argue that for Puerto Ricans in particular, but also
Latinos in general, the music caught on the way it did because salsa represented
a kind of liberation from the cultural and political pressures they were
experiencing during this time. 

My analysis of salsa as liberation is informed by Jamaican-British cultural theorist
Stuart Hall, who has the following to say about how popular culture responds to
problems of power relations: 
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and Billos Caracas Boys; salsa also followed the model of the Cuban conjunto, 
typified by Arsenio Rodríguez; but salsa musicians also learned to be flexible, many of
them playing in scaled down combos, like Joe Cuba’s six-man band, which were more
financially viable in small clubs and community centers, and which incorporated R&B
influences to entertain mixed African-American and Puerto Rican audiences in 
New York. The typical salsa band today features a rhythm section of bass, piano, 
congas, bongos, and timbales, a horn section of variable size, and one or more singers.

Salsa distinguished itself in part by the instrumentation and sonority of the
ensemble. The hallmark of salsa’s instrumental sonority is the trombone,5 which
Eddie Palmieri famously substituted for a trumpet in his band, La Perfecta,
nicknamed La Trombanga by his oldest brother Charlie Palmieri, in the early 1960s;
the switch resulted in a deeper and rougher sonority than earlier Latin horn sections.
The rhythm section also has a distinctive sound. Although salsa bands employed
many of the same rhythms and instruments used in the son, mambo, and guaracha
(grounded in their relationship to the clave), they developed a type of rhythmic lock
between timbales, congas, and bongos in a steady composite that sounds almost like
a single instrument. Bass and piano likewise tended to play more consistent rhythmic
patterns than in the Cuban conjunto. Suena máquina (sounds like a machine) has
become a way of describing the salsa sound. 

As in much other Latin music, singing was the most important focus of salsa
performance, particularly the improvised inspiraciones of the lead sonero, even though
records and concerts were usually promoted under the name of the band or band
leader. While singers in salsa, as in any music, are distinguished by their individual
styles, salsa singers in general have developed certain idioms and traditions of their
own. Many singers used patterns and mannerisms borrowed from the Puerto Rican
seis (or what is more generally known as jíbaro music) in their improvisations, the work
of Héctor Lavoe and the rhythmic virtuosity of the “Sonero Mayor” Ismael Rivera
being prominent examples. Salsa bands also featured entertaining choreographies 
for the two or three singers who front the band (modeled especially on Cortijo’s Afro-
Puerto Rican ensemble featuring singer Ismael Rivera) and this, along with a greater
emphasis on vocal harmony, has become a hallmark of salsa style generally. Presented
in this compelling and danceable musical frame, salsa’s lyrics spoke to the struggles 
of the poor and the stuff of life itself, and it went beyond popular entertainment to
become a movement for social change and national recognition.

On each one of these levels salsa music provided an experience of liberation for its
urban working class public. First, like other genres of music, salsa represented a refuge
for Latinos after work and on weekends, at home and in dance halls, offering liberation
of the body and mind through the experience of dance. Second, as music from the
people to the people, salsa challenged oppressive hierarchies of cultural and musical
value, as well as hierarchies of race and class. Third, salsa gave Puerto Ricans a way to
free themselves from their dependence on and identification with the United States, 
a cultural freedom that also resonated with other musicians and audiences throughout
Latin America. I will discuss each of these types of liberation below.

“¿Quién me quita lo bailao?” Liberation of body and mind through dance
On August 21, 1971, at the Cheetah Night Club on Broadway and 50th Street 
in Manhatan, hundreds of people, mostly Latinos/as and African Americans,
gathered to listen and to dance to the sounds of the Fania All Stars’ salsa, with a line
up that included some of the best Latin musicians in the New York scene.

Seventeen of the 22 musicians were Puerto Ricans born in New York or Puerto Rico.6

What was videotaped at the Cheetah, and subsequently distributed
internationally, was one of the most cherished activities for Latinos generally and
Puerto Ricans especially: dancing—in this case dancing to the hippest music in
town, played and produced by Puerto Rican/Latinos compatriots and neighbors,
sons and grandsons of previous generations who had come before them to endure
the cruelties of ghetto life in New York. 

The liberating act of dancing is beautifully expressed in a popular Venezuelan
saying, “Y quién me quita lo bailao” (And who can take away what I have
danced). For groups of people under the bondage of colonialism this feeling of
freedom is particularly intense, and often becomes a matter of survival. Why is
dancing so important? For one thing, dancing salsa is not easy, as I am always
reminded when I teach it. Its thrill comes from its challenge, from the mastery
of sophisticated relationships between sound, time, and body. Salsa is a couple’s
dance, and it is most energizing and enjoyable when the couple is in complete
coordination with the rhythms of the music. The bond that unites dancers and
listeners at a salsa performance is expressed in the concept of afinque, the tight
locking of the various rhythmic layers, melodies, and harmonies in a salsa
ensemble and the close relationship between dancer and musician. Afinque is
the most important quality in a band because it moves the audience to dance
and listen enthusiastically. A salsa ensemble endeavors to play in this inter-
locking manner and to feel the pleasure this musical communication provides,
an important value of the community where salsa developed. When a salsa band
plays afincao7 it gains power over the ears of its listeners and the bodies of its
dancers, creating a magical communion between audience, dancers, and musicians.

When I asked my mother why dancing was important, however, she simply
answered, “Porque el baile es la vida, es alegría y felicidad” (Because dancing is life, 
it is joy and happiness). Our dancing, an extension of everyday human behavior and
experience, is an affirmation of daily life, because the spirit of playfulness, affection,
rivalry, flirtation, encouragement, etc. that is experienced so exuberantly in dance
also infuses our daily relations. This relationship between dance and life is perhaps
the most important aspect of salsa’s popularity and power, and it is an important
aspect of Latin dance music generally, and I have addressed this issue in more depth
elsewhere (Berríos-Miranda, forthcoming), but what is important to note here is that
the projection of everyday life through salsa’s sound and lyrics gave a special intensity
to the social play of dancing. 

Salsa style was defined by new sonorities—aggressive instruments and an
impetuous sound that was harsh, like daily life itself in the barrios of New York
and other big cities. Venezuelan salsa scholar César Miguel Rondón (1980)
identifies Puerto Rican pianist Eddie Palmieri as one of the pivotal figures in
the change from the old Latin sound8 to what would become salsa: Rondón
describes the way Palmieri arranged the trombones specifically “in a way that
always sounded sour and aggressive.” The sound of the trombones could not
reproduce the “sonoric buildings of the jazz bands,” and “the music stopped
being ostentatious to become rebellious, there was no pomp but violence”
(Rondón 1980: 25). Salsa lyrics also spoke to the predicament of urban
immigrants—to those demanding justice, as in Eddie Palmieri’s (1973) 
“Justicia” and “La libertad lógico,” or those singing to the anguish of the
common man, like Ruben Blades (1976) in “Pablo Pueblo.”
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The creation of such a musical style that is congruent with one’s life experience is
fulfilling in an essential and deeply human way, as ethnomusicologist Stephen Feld
(1988: 107) explains:

Style is more than the statistical core reflection of the place 
or time, or patterned choices made within constraints. It is the
very human resources that are enacted to constitute the reality
of social life in sound. Style is itself the accomplishment, 
the crystallization of personal and social participation; it is 
the way the performance and engagement endows humanly
meaningful shape upon sonic form. Style is an emergence, 
the means by which newly creative knowledge is developed
from playful, rote, or ordinary participatory experience.

For people who have little control over the cultural institutions and icons of their
society, such an accomplishment of style provides a fulfilment they are denied in an
unwelcoming world. As Stuart Hall argues for black music: “ …within the black
repertoire, style …has become itself the subject of what is going on. Second, mark how,
displaced from a logocentric world… the people of the black diaspora have found in
oppisition to all of that, the deep form, the deep structure of their cultural life in
music” (Hall 1992: 27). Similarly, salsa empowered Puerto Ricans in New York and
struggling urban migrants in the barrios of other cities throughout Latin America. 

But dancing to salsa was not for them simply a matter of reveling in musical style,
it was also an opportunity to confront the harshness of their lives with a new
optimism and strength, because of the way salsa incorporated the stuff of everyday
barrio life, la cosa cotidiana. In salsa we heard our rumba,9 our plena, our bomba, 
our seis, our son, our guaracha, our cumbia, our gaita, our daily problems and
challenges of love and social life, as well as the joy and fun of living. This identity
between salsa style and barrio life amplified the thrilling communion of music and
movement, and helped people to transcend the insecurity of their circumstances for
at least a while, dancing with their own people and their own musicians, in a moment
of liberation. Instead of succumbing to the pressure of their lives, they danced it off,
and no one could take that away from them. 

Liberation from oppressive hierarchies of culture
The identity between salsa style and barrio life also meant that, as salsa music’s popularity
spread beyond the community of its origin, people in the barrios shared in the musicians’
success and acclaim. Fania could not have predicted the ramifications of Our Latin Thing
when it was released internationally, but as Calvo-Ospina put it, “Fania had succeeded not
so much with the film, but more with a social document, the joyful expression of a harsh
reality” (1995: 79). What was extraordinary about the 1971 show at the Cheetah was its
“ordinarity,” for this show objectified, commodified, and iconicized our Latin thing, our
daily stuff. First through the film of this show, and later through countless recordings and
concerts, salsa gave form and recognition to the culture of the barrio. This recognition,
affirmed by salsa’s international acclaim (as measured in record sales and international
tours by the Fania All Stars to Latin America, Africa, Australia, and Japan) challenged 
an oppressive value system that ignored the worth of barrio culture. 
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Justicia Justice

Justicia tendrán, justicia verán Justice will have,  justice will see, 

en el mundo los desafortunados in the world the unfortunate, 

con el canto del tambor, with the singing of the drum,

del tambor la justicia yo reclamo. listen to my drum, justice I’ll reclaim.

Justicia tendrán, justicia verán Justice will have,  justice will see,

el mundo y los discriminados the world and those discriminated against,

recompensas ellos tendrán, rewards they will have,

no serán no serán perjudicados. they will not, they will not be damaged.

Si no hubiera tiranía If there were no tirany

todos fueramos hermanos We’ll be brothers

duulce paz y harmonia Sweet peace and harmony

alegría tú lo verás… happiness, you will see…

Ay cuando llegará la justicia Oh, when will justice arrive

Pablo Pueblo Pablo Pueblo

Regresa un hombre en silencio Returns the man in silence, 

De su trabajo cansado from his job, tired

Su paso no lleva prisa his pace is not hurried

Su sombra nunca lo alcanza his shadow never him catches

Lo espera el barrio de siempre His forever barrio awaits him

Con el farol en la esquina With the street corner lantern

Con la basura alla en frente in front there the garbage

Y el ruido de la cantina And the noise of the cantina

Pablo Pueblo Pablo Pueblo

llega hasta el zaguán oscuro gets to the dark alley

Y vuelve a ver las paredes And again sees the walls

Con las viejas papeletas With the old plasted flyers

Que prometian futuros That promised a future

en lides politiqueras In political matters

Y en su cara se dibuja And in his face is drawn

la decepción de la espera the deception of the waiting

Pablo Pueblo Pablo Pueblo

hijo del grito y la calle son of the scream and the street

De la miseria y del hambre of the misery and the hungry

Del callejón y la pena of the alley and the sorrow

Pablo Pueblo Pablo Pueblo

Su alimento es la esperanza his nurishment is the hope

Su paso no lleva prisa his pace is not hurried

Su sombra nunca lo alcanza… his shadow never him catches...
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that happen sometimes and in Puerto Rico this is what was
happening. It was all a people’s thing, of the blacks, it was like
they were opening our cages, and there was anger, and
Clemente began to rack up the hits [in professional baseball]
and we entered there, you know, with our music. 
(Berríos-Miranda 1999: 23—quoted in Figueroa Hernández 1993: 17)

In embracing the music of Ismael and Cortijo, and salsa generally, Puerto Ricans
engaged in a new and more positive relationship with their African heritage. 

Salsa’s pan-Latino appeal, as well, was predicated on a new appreciation for 
black music and black culture, and a variety of explanations can be offered for this
phenomenon. Barrios in Puerto Rico, New York, and elsewhere were home to many
blacks, for one thing, and representations of barrio life would logically have to include
black culture. Also, Puerto Rican migrants in New York had an intimate, if sometimes
tense, relationship with African Americans from the beginning and shared much,
particularly in the realm of music. In the intellectual realm, Cuban cultural nationalists
had also made identification with Afro-Cuban literature and music fashionable
beginning early in the 20th century (Moore 1997), and this was an influential model for
other Caribbean nations. The later civil rights and black power movements in the United
States also made a strong impression on working class Puerto Ricans, who sported
dashikis and afro hairdos at salsa concerts in the 1970s, and the black power movement
reverberated throughout the Caribbean as well. Participation in salsa music became a
way to celebrate a specifically Afro-Caribbean identity that defied assimilation to U.S.
cultural and political influence. Cuban rumba—drumming, singing, and dancing—
in particular, was a popular pastime on barrio street corners in New York, La Perla 
(one of the most famous barrios of Puerto Rico), and Santurce, and the ethos of the
rumba as an authentic Afro-Caribbean cultural expression pervaded salsa music. 
The interest in rumba and salsa also stimulated interest in other Afro-Caribbean drum
traditions such as the Puerto Rican bomba, which had first been popularized in a dance
band format by Cortijo in the late 1950s. Likewise, in Venezuela salsa’s popularity boosted
interest in Afro-Venezuelan genres like culoe’ puya and tambor mina. And Raúl Romero writes
that in Perú, where black communities per se had all but disappeared, salsa even served as a
model for reconstructing Afro-Peruvian music and dance in the 1970s (1994: 320).

Apart from the various ideologies of African identity that were associated with salsa 
in different times and places, salsa nourished an appreciation for African style 
(whether or not it was recognized as such) by its very musical structures and sonorities.
Salsa’s polyrhythmic structure, fixed and variable rhythmic groups, call and response
improvisation, word play, timbral contrast, and the elaborate relationship between music
and dance represented a profoundly African and Afro-Latin sensibility.12 Because this
sensibility infuses social life and expressive forms all over Latin America and the
Caribbean, salsa had an immediate appeal beyond New York, Puerto Rico, and Cuba. 
It is no coincidence, for example, that salsa first established its popularity on the South
American continent, among the predominantly black populations of coastal Venezuela
and Colombia. In these communities salsa recordings and touring musicians from
New York and Puerto Rico were welcomed like no popular music and perforemers
before them, because salsa spoke an Afro-Caribbean musical language they
immediately recognized (Berríos-Miranda 1999, 2003). As salsa music’s popularity
spread, more and more middle and upper class Latinos made this music and dance
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Of course salsa did not immediately dispel the negative stereotypes associated
with barrio life, but through salsa Latinos began to form new social and aesthetic
alliances that gave the barrio a new place in progressive social and intellectual
movements. Salsa’s popularity challenged the hegemony of English language rock 
and roll, for one thing, becoming for many a symbol of Latino culture that crossed
national boundaries. As a symbol of Latino pride, salsa’s appeal soon extended
beyond the working class communities in which it originated. Even more
importantly, salsa musicians and their audiences took new pride in the African roots
of the music, and salsa became a symbol of racial integration as well. The popularity
of salsa followed close on the heels of the civil rights and black power movements,
and appealed to Puerto Ricans who actively rejected the racism that had sometimes
turned white and black Puerto Ricans against each other in the dog-eat-dog world 
of New York City. Even before salsa, New York Puerto Ricans had made a symbolic
alliance with African-Americans through musical genres like the boogaloo and Latin
soul (see Flores 2000), and this racial consciousness was reinforced through salsa,
affirming a cultural and political solidarity between Puerto Ricans/Nuyoricans and
African Americans. This solidarity, referred to as “diasporic intimacy” by Paul Gilroy,
is echoed by George Lipsitz: 

Their efforts (of these diasporic groups) are only a small part 
of an international dialogue built on the imagination and
ingenuity of slum dwellers from around the globe suffering
from the effects of the international austerity economy
imposed on urban areas by transnational corporations and
their concentrated control over capital (1994: 27).

Two Puerto Rican innovators whose music paved the way to the new racial
inclusiveness of salsa were singer Ismael Rivera and timbales player Rafael Cortijo,
who took the Afro-Puerto Rican bomba and plena they had grown up with in the
island and incorporated them in the Cuban-style conjunto ensemble. These musicians
were from Santurce, the largest and one of the most important Puerto Rican barrios.
Ismael Rivera remembers how the black power movement reverberated in that
community in the 1960s: 

…we played for huge crowds on weekends and there we did 
our thing… and people went to see us and they liked it… 
I don’t know, they said we played differently… I don’t know… 
I guess it was the hunger….

… I said hunger because it sounded angry, with a strength,
desperate to escape the ghetto, unconsciously…you
understand… That was the time of the revolution of blacks 
in Puerto Rico… Roberto Clemente… Peruchín10 … Romaní11 … 
The blacks entered the university… Paff… And Cortijo and his
group accompanying that hunger, that movement… I mean, 
it wasn’t something we planned, you know, they are things 
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Latin America. Impacted and inspired by these events, independentistas in Puerto Rico
and in New York sought to bring Puerto Rico’s colonial case to the consideration of the
United Nations Assembly. Puerto Ricans in the island mobilized during the 1970s to
protest colonialism and to claim better living conditions, as urban growth accelerated.
And in New York many Puerto Ricans identified with the fight of black Americans for
the end of segregation and social equality.13 Also in New York, a young Puerto Rican,
Felipe Luciano, organized The Young Lords to advocate for community empowerment,
ethnic pride, and civil rights, in order “to change the color of politics” and raise the
consciousness of the Puerto Rican community. In the film Salsa: Latin Music of New York
and Puerto Rico (1979) Felipe Luciano speaks about the importance of salsa for the
empowerment and cultural liberation of the Puerto Rican community in New York:
“This is street music for street people, is the music of the people and the conscience 
of the people. The African rhythm’s intensity keeps the people engaged, and what will
determine if the music lives or dies is the politics of the people.”

At this cultural crossroads, salsa’s unprecedented international popularity helped
Puerto Ricans to see that they did not need to identify with the foreign colonizer’s
music. In turning to salsa, Puerto Ricans affirmed that they were fun, excellent
musicians, rich in culture; they rejected the cultural superiority of the U.S., and the
notion that they were either helpless islanders with no natural resources14 or
unemployed drug-ridden underdogs of the big metropolis. Puerto Ricans were the
creators of salsa, and the world loved it. 

While the political connotations of salsa were particularly important to Puerto Ricans,
they resonated powerfully with other Latin Americans as well. In addition to “the most
exciting rhythms in the entire world,” in the words of pianist Eddie Palmieri, salsa
featured lyrics about political and economic injustices, social and racial inequalities,
exploitation, oppression, and enslavement. And because people could listen to these
messages while they were having fun, they penetrated all the more deeply into the souls
and conscience of the Latino population.15 Salsa lyrics raised Latino consciousness 
(see Padilla 1985) with an exhilarating spirit. Ruben Blades warned of American
imperialism: “Si lo ves que viene, palo al tiburón / En la unión está la fuerza, y nuestra
salvación” (If you see him coming, beat that shark / in unity we will find our strength and
our salvation) (Colón and Blades: 1976); Tite Curet Alonso celebrated black pride: 
“Las caras lindas de mi gente negra, son un desfile de melaza en flor / Que cuando pasan
frente a mi se alegra, de su negrura todo el corazón” (The lovely faces of my black people,
are a parade of flowering molasses / which, when pass before me, my heart rejoices at its
blackness) (Rivera 1978). These and many other lyrics called explicitly for Latino pride and
independence, a liberatory message that worked its way into the very fiber of sweating,
dancing bodies in the barrios of New York and Puerto Rico and throughout Latin America,
and which was ratified, it seemed, by salsa music’s enthusiastic reception the world over.

Conclusion
Salsa was liberating in all these ways—as an exhilarating experience of synchrony in
movement, as an icon of barrio life and Latino cultural pride, and as a statement of
cultural/political resistance and independence. Its unique power was to bring all these
experiences together in one moment, many times, as it did that night at the Cheetah
nightclub in 1971. The experience of salsa as liberation was especially significant for
struggling Nuyoricans and Puerto Rican nationalists caught in the vice of colonial
control, but it was at the root of salsa’s popularity throughout Latin America. 
And like any revolutionary movement, salsa met resistance and counter action. 
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part of their own cultural vocabulary, and connected more closely with their African
cultural heritage.

Salsa music at its beginning was thus inextricably associated with cultures that
were commonly conceived of as “low and outside,” to use Hall’s phrase. For some
people this made salsa music itself low and outside, but in general salsa proved such 
a potent musical force that it gained popularity beyond the marginalized commu-
nities from which it first sprang. And as the music came to international prominence
in the media and entertainment business, salsa brought messages of barrio struggle
and black pride into mainstream popular culture throughout Latin America and the
world. The international stature and visibility of salsa liberated millions of urban
Latinos from the oppressive illusion that their culture had no value. In the broader
society it posed a challenge to prevailing hierarchies of culture that is advancing still
today, as I can illustrate with an anecdote from my personal experience.

Between 1975 and 1981 I studied music at the University of Puerto Rico in Río
Piedras. I was a passionate salsa lover, and listened to the music constantly with
family and friends, but I understood that I had come to the university to study
classical music, not popular music. Even so, I wished I could play like Richie Rey, 
and I taught myself piano montunos by ear. Once, when I tired of practicing my
Kavalevski piano sonata, I slipped into a salsa montuno for a change. Soon I heard 
a knock on the door, though, and the scolding voice of my teacher: “Now, now,
Marisol, don’t get distracted with that salsa stuff, concentrate on the music.” 
On this occasion and many others I was encouraged to believe that salsa music was
not to be compared with European art music, if salsa could be considered “music” 
at all. Just a few years later, however, while studying for my master’s degree at San
Jose State University in California, I was amazed and delighted when my jazz studies
teacher showed us a video of Tito Puente and Luis “Perico” Ortiz. It was the first
time it had occurred to me that salsa music had a place in an institution of learning,
and it was a turning point in my academic career. If there had never been a musical
movement called salsa, I doubt my teacher at San Jose State University would have
heard of Tito Puente. I would have still inherited a love of Latin dance music from
my family and my community, but I doubt I would have written a doctoral thesis
about it. If I am able to play some small role in integrating this music into the
academic canon, it is because of what salsa musicians achieved in the 1970s.

Liberation from Colonial Dependence 
Despite the commonalities of urban life throughout Latin America, and the shared
joy that barrio dwellers took in seeing their life and their cultural style represented
in salsa, the relationship of Puerto Ricans to salsa was unique because of their
colonial status. The Puerto Rican experience of urban migration was aggravated 
not only by the loss of their native surroundings and familiar faces, but most
importantly by the loss of a familiar language. Their feelings of uprootedness and
worthlessness were excruciating. During 100 years of colonial domination by a very
different culture, however, the Puerto Rican people’s passion for music and dance
helped them retain and reinvent a distinct identity. Thus the third type of liberation
I will discuss is the most obvious kind—cultural liberation for a colonized people.

During the 1960s the world was witnessing a series of international events: the Cuban
revolution, the rise of the civil rights and black pride movements in the United States,
the Cold War against the countries of the Eastern Bloc, the process of decolonization 
in Africa and the English Caribbean, and the proliferation of liberation movements in
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community of people who sympathized with many of the social changes that Cubans
fled from after the Cuban revolution. It is not surprising, then, that wealthy and
politically conservative Cuban exiles, for whom salsa’s message of anti-imperialism 
and race and class consciousness is threatening, would attempt to discredit salsa in
favor of the “real” Cuban music: the Cuban music without a political or social
message, the Cuban music in which the Afro-Cuban element is watered down. 
Even for less ideologically driven business sectors of the music industry, however, 
salsa dura was passed over in favor of what was perhaps viewed as a “safer” salsa
romántica sound, a kind of censorship and discouragement that explains itself in
terms of supply and demand. Such explanations have been proven false, however, 
by the “unexpected” popularity of subaltern music at many points in the history of
music industry, including classic blues, rock and roll, and hip hop. The industry’s
preference for a less obstreperous and challenging form of salsa is at best an example
of cultural blindness, in which executives cannot really believe the public wants to
hear this stuff, and at worst (as in the Miami scene) a political counterattack.

Salsa dura proved its appeal a second time in the late 1990s and 2000s, however, as
DJs and dancers turned increasingly to older recordings, or to new recordings in the
older style. Oscar D’ Leon, for example, following a miserable CD produced in Miami
by Willie Chirino, came out in 2000 with a CD titled, La fórmula original, as though to
apologize to his fans for abandoning the authentic salsa style. And as the popularity 
of dancing salsa has spread significantly beyond Latino audiences to include many
Anglos, it is again the salsa dura that has been most popular. Perhaps it is a sign of 
our troubled times that we need this music again, which brings to mind Charles Keil’s
reflections on the polka in the 19th century, another example of people’s music that
seemed to have a force of its own: “At least part of the explanation for the deep
commitment people feel for these dances, and their amazing persistence over two
centuries, must be the way they embody in movements of tune, limb, and fancy the
unkept promise, the vision, the utopian moment of liberation” (Keil 1992:13–14).

N O T E S

1 The first version of this paper was  written during my tenure as a University of California
President’s Postdoctoral Fellow, at Berkeley  under the mentorship of Dr. Jocelyne Guilbault, 
to whom I am indebted.  I also want to express my profound appeciation to my rigurous editor,
my husband Shannon Dudley.  Kenneth Bilby provided great  suggestions at the beginning
stages of this paper and Wilson Valentín provided a final reading with detail and most useful
commentary before its publication.  I also want to thank the anonymous reader for her/his
excellent advice and crispy enthusiasm, and Xavier Totti for his inagotable patience. To all of
you, por su cuidado literario y su cariño, mil gracias del alma.  
2 The Cheetah was located at Broadway and 50th Street in Manhatan.
3 El Gran Combo de Puerto Rico although was not a in the Fania label and has never been,
has benefited greatly with the boom and success of the Fania All Stars and the record sales of
their recordings. El Gran Combo, the direct decendant of Rafael Cortijo y su Combo with
Ismael Rivera, has been playing salsa for 45 years all over the world, an opportunity greatly
enhanced by the success of salsa in New York.
4 Even in the case of genres that had their origin in Cuba, Puerto Ricans and other Latin
American musicians contributed significantly to their development.  In the 1950s, for example,
Puerto Ricans Tito Puente and Tito Rodríguez competed with the Cuban Machito as the most
popular dance bands at the Palladium ballroom in New York, playing mambos, cha cha chas,
guarachas, and boleros, and introducing many stylistic innovations.  Similarly, the Cuban son
and guaracha became the common idiom of dance music for any earlier generation of Latinos.
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One form this counter-reaction took was so-called salsa romántica. In the late 1980s
new performers began to dominate salsa record sales and radio play with a brand of
salsa that was the antithesis of what in retrospect came to be called the salsa dura or
salsa brava of the 1970s. Salsa romántica was marketed by the formula of the North
American music industry, selecting star singers to promote, rather than the bands 
and bandleaders that were more traditionally the headliners in Latin dance music.
Singers such as Eddie Santiago and Jerry Rivera seemed to be chosen for their charm
and good looks more than for their vocal and improvisational talents, and they
recorded with relatively anonymous bands, playing slick formulaic arrangements 
with none of the edgy sonorities of earlier salsa. Salsa romántica also represented a
whitening of the music, both in the relatively light complexions of the singers and in
the musical sound and structure, which lost much of its timbral contrast, percussive
force, and improvisation. Through salsa romántica, the establishment reasserted its
control over, and reaped the profit of an upstart musical movement, blunting salsa’s
revolutionary impulse. The reasons for this development were no doubt complex, 
and, as in any case of musical appropriation, greed was a big part of what drove it. 
But it was also an act of resistance to salsa’s social, political, and racial messages.

This is particularly clear in the case of the Cuban-American music establishment 
in Miami, which has moved to marginalize some of salsa’s more politically outspoken
artists. In 1997, for example, a performance by Puerto Rican salsa singer Andy
Motañez in Miami’s Calle Ocho festival was cancelled because the organizers were
offended by Montañez’ friendly relations with Sylvio Rodríguez, a famous nueva trova
singer from socialist Cuba. Puerto Ricans, in retaliation, came out in throngs to the
Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport in San Juan to heckle “The Queen of Salsa”
Celia Cruz (who had previously claimed that salsa was nothing new, merely a version
of traditional Cuban dance music). In 2001 salsa pioneer Willie Colón published a
letter in the New York Times (Colón 2001), denouncing the establishment of a separate
Latin Grammy awards ceremony as a Miami Cuban plot to marginalize Puerto Rican
musicians (the 2002 Grammies seemed proved him right). 

In the light of such events, debates about whether salsa is really something new or
whether it is just a new version of the old Cuban music, take on a significance that is
more than academic (see Berríos-Miranda 2002). Some Cubans have characterized
salsa as música cubana mal toca’a, (Cuban music poorly played), and Cuban claims to 
the music have been strengthened by the works of some American ethnomusicologists
in the late 1980s and 1990s. Most recently, Cubans in South Florida have put their
financial and media power behind the effort to reclaim salsa as a Cuban music, 
a force that is epitomized by the crossover success of Cuban-American singer Gloria
Estefan,16 and by the fascination many Anglo-Americans have with Cuban history and
culture, as witnessed recently in the popularity of the Buena Vista Social Club CD and
movie. I have come to believe, however, that this promotion of salsa as Cuban, and the
resulting resentment in the Puerto Rican community, is not simply a contest for credit
between two nations. It is, perhaps more importantly, about specifically discrediting the
salsa of the 1970s—not just because it was Puerto Rican, but because it was liberatory. 

One can understand the antipathy of some Cuban exiles towards salsa songs of the
‘70s, whose lyrics expressed solidarity with the ideals of a socialist worldview that
stressed justice for the underprivileged. Examples of such lyrics include Ruben Blades’
“Siembra,” Eddie Palmieri’s “Justicia” and “La libertad lógico,” Ray Barretto’s
“Indestructible,” and hundreds of other salsa songs. As a creation by the
underprivileged and for the underprivileged, salsa gave voice to an international
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The advent of salsa also brought a new enthusiasm for incorporating local rhythms, such as
those of the Puerto Rican bomba and plena, into this pan-Latin idiom (Berríos-Miranda 2003).
5 Contrary to comon knowledge, the first Puerto Rican musician to use a trombone in a
conjunto style Latin band was Mon Rivera in his band (Valentín-Escobar 2002).
6 These musicians were: Ray Barretto on congas, Willie Colón on trombone, Roberto
Roena on bongos, Bobby Valentín on bass, Santos Colón on vocals, Héctor Lavoe on
vocals, Puppi Legarreta on trumpet, Ismael Miranda on vocals, Pete “El Conde”
Rodríguez on vocals, Bobby Cruz on vocals, Ricardo (Richie) Ray on piano, José (Cheo)
Feliciano on vocals, Yomo Toro on cuatro, Reinaldo Jorge on trombone, Roberto
Rodríguez on trumpet, Adalberto Santiago on vocals, Héctor “Bomberito” Zarzuela on
trumpet (Puerto Ricans); Orestes Vilató on timbales (Cuban); Johnny Pacheco on flute,
and musical director (Dominican Republic); Larry Harlow on piano and Barry Rogers 
on trombone (Jewish Americans); and Larry Spencer on trombone (Anglo American).
7 Afincao is the adjective that describes the quality of the performance among musicians or
between music and dancers.
8 The ’old Latin sound’ refers to the sound of Latin orquestras like Billo’s Caracas Boys, the
Orquesta of César Concepción, the Sonora Matancera, Orquesta Casino La Playa, and Orquesta
Aragón, among others. These orquestras had more weight put into the melodic and harmonic
aspects of the songs, while the new salsa sound was definitely going to emphasize the rhythmic
aspect, specifically the combination of conga, timbales and bongos, the trademark of the salsa
sound.  Also these orquestras were much larger in terms of its members than the new salsa bands.
9 Rumba is a terms of several meanings. It can denote a musical genre as well as a party,
a fiesta. It is quite common in Latin American cities to say “vamos pa’ la rumba’ meaning
“lets go to the party.”
10 Clemente and Cepeda were black Puerto Rican baseball stars whose accomplishments
in the U.S. major leagues were a source of intense pride for Puerto Ricans .
11 My mother told me that Romaní was a black defense attorney who won important
cases dealing with Afro-Puerto Ricans civil rights.
12 I am indebted to Professor Olly Wilson (1992) for his work in articulating these
“African conceptual approaches” to making music and for his guidance in applying them
in my scholarship.
13 For a thorough explanation of this relationship see Glasser (1995: 52–85).
14 This dogma taught in Puerto Rican schools from 1st grade on. This I heard many
times “Repeat after me: Puerto Rico is a small island with no natural resources.”
15 The idea of conscience formation through play and fun is a subject in need  of
further research.
16 The 2002 Latin Grammy Awards served as a showcase for the Estefan conglomerate
in Miami and the promotion of ther Sony lable recording artists.
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